
Onlay with Bronze XT

I owe the term “onlay” (as opposed to “inlay” 
and “overlay”) to Daria, who took my 
workshop in Tacoma, Washington. You can 
find more “Onlay” projects in my books:  
Mixed Metal Jewelry from Metal Clay, 
pp. 46-48, and Patterns of Color in Metal 
Clay, pp. 109-110.

The clays used are Quick-fire copper, Quick-fire  
Bronze XT, and Quick-fire Steel XT.

1.  Roll a large layer of Quick-fire 
copper, 6 carda thick. 

2. Use the extruder disc with the 
smallest round hole to extrude 
a steel snake. Wiggle the steel 
snake onto the top of the 
copper layer.

3. Repeat step 2 with Bronze XT.

4. Lay a plastic board on top of the 
layer and snakes. Press it down 
until the snakes are perfectly 
flush with the copper layer.

5. Choose a circle cutter and look 
through it at the layer. Choose a 
place on the layer to cut a circle.
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6. Repeat step 5 with a smaller cutter. 

7. Cut another big and small 
circle.

8. Dry the circles. Drill 2 holes in the 
bigger circles, one for the ear wire 
and one for the smaller circle. Drill 
one hole on the top of the smaller 
circles.

9. Pre-fire the circles on a stove-
top, then fire in a kiln at high-
fire schedule. 

10. Cut more circles from the rest 
of the layer and save them for 
another project. 

After cutting all your 
circles, save what’s left of 
the layer separately, and 
mark it as mixed. You can 
use it for backing layers 
and bails.  Before using, 
mix it to an even color. It 
should be fired at high-fire 
schedule.

11. To finish earrings, sand the 
front and back of the piece first 
with 220-grit sandpaper, 
followed by 400 grit. Matte the 
surface with an extra-fine mini 
fiber wheel. To show the 
contrast between the metals, 
apply Baldwin’s patina. 
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See full finishing instructions in my books: The 
Handbook of metal Clay: Textures and Forms, pp. 14-17, 
and Mixed Metal Jewelry from Metal Clay, pp. 10-11.

You  can make these earrings 
with steel as the backing layer as 
seen in the photo above. 
Bronze XT is not a good choice 
as a backing layer because it 
shrinks more than copper and 
steel.


